ment necessary to secure satisfactory results varies within very wide limits, depending on the structure with which we are dealing and the result which it is desired to attain. In every case the method of preparation is based on a knowledge of the structure of the object intended for examination and the change which it undergoes when brought into contact with reagents whose properties are understood. In the application of reagents the greatest care and precision should always be observed lest we irreparably impair what otherwise may have been a valuable specimen. -The intelligent and scientific preparation of tissues is therefore of the first importance, and I will endeavor to present in as short space as practicable those methods which are generally recognized as producing the best results, and which are endorsed by the most emminent microscopists. Objects intended for viewing with the microscope are mounted in one of two ways, as transparent objects or as opaque objects. The first is the method commonly applied to histological and pathological specimens, as it affords a view of the entire section, while the latter exhibits only the structure of the surface. To this end the first requisite is to secure a portion of the tissue so thin that light is readily transmitted through it and its structure discernible. This is accomplished either by teasing or section-cutting. By the first method the elements of the tissue separated under glycerine by needles are mounted in the same fluid and subjected to examination, while by the second thin even sections are cut by means of a razor, the tissue having been previously prepared to fit it for this operation. Teasing is applicable to fresh material, while section cutting is not, unless indeed one is possessed of a freezing microtome.
As it is not always convenient to prepare and examine specimens as they are received, the preservation of them for future examination and study is of an important matter. As this is involved in and elucidated under the subject of hardening specimens, it will be dismissed here. Of the processes for preparing tissues for examination section cut- 
